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Abstract 
Searching the internet using the currently available 
search engines is not satisfactory. The techniques used there 
focus on the extraction of relevant information directly from 
the documents available on the web. We introduce a new 
approach, which aims ut describing the content of a web- 
space, formed by a collection of related documents, instead 
of looking at the single documents. By identifying concepts 
and the relationships among them, the content of a web- 
space is described semantically in a schema for the web- 
space. The main objective is that by following this approach 
we can start querying the content of a collection of related 
documents rather than the content of a single document. 
In this paper we introduce a model for webspaces that al- 
lows us to describe the concepts at a semanticul level, in 
terms of classes, associations over classes, and attributes 
of classes. At the syntactical level we use XML, to describe 
information as instantiations of the concepts dejined in the 
webspace schema. Dealing with datu on the web, implies 
dealing with semi-structured data. We discuss how this re- 
lates to our model for a webspace and show how to deal 
with these aspects eficiently when going towards an imple- 
mentation. 
keywords: webspace-model, semi-structured, XML, 
concept-based search, Moa object algebra, organizing web- 
space. 
1 Introduction 
Large collections of electronic data are made available 
via the web. Most of the time the format of this data does 
not apply to a rigid structure. And therefore cannot be 
stored easily using the existing relational or object-oriented 
models [ 15,CII. When modelling data for the web, the focus 
used to be more on the presentation of data than on the con- 
tent aspect. But with the rise of XML, structural aspects of 
data stored in documents on the web can be made explicit. 
The next step is to exploit these structural aspects, when 
searching for information on the web. 
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Currently, there are two ways of querying the web. One 
can search by association or by convergence. Searching by 
association is typically done using search engines. As a 
result, one gets stuck with huge lists of possibly relevant 
documents. Basically this comes down to lack of power in 
query formulation. Query languages [ 18, 231 developed to 
query XML documents are far more expressive, but rather 
focus on querying single XML documents, instead of a 
wide variety of documents. Searching by convergence is 
done when one searches for information, from a certain start 
point and then simply browses through all the linked doc- 
uments. More advanced techniques are based on ontolo- 
gies, where an information space is built up enabling users 
to walk through the webspace of an intra-net [20]. 
In the webspace model, as proposed here, we combine these 
two approaches for querying document collections. Such a 
collection should only contain documents that are related to 
a specific domain. These collections can typically be found 
when looking at an intranet environment. Instead of aiming 
on querying information stored in a single document, we 
intend to query the content of a webspace, which contains 
a collection of related documents. This approach has the 
mayor advantage that we can formulate queries that com- 
bine information stored in several documents. The purpose 
of the webspace model is to provide a semantical level of 
abstraction where, in terms of concepts and relationships 
among them, the content of a webspace is described. 
Once such a schema for a webspace is defined, users can 
make instantiations of these concepts by marking up their 
information in XML documents. The tagging used in these 
XML documents refers to the concepts defined in the web- 
space schema. 
It is not our intention to store entire documents in the 
database. But only data describing the concepts used in the 
XML documents will be stored, following a meta database 
approach. Combined with the framework for multimedia 
information retrieval, as described in [21], this enables us 
to build a search engine that supports both content- and 
concept-based query formulation. The concept-based part 
allows us to formulate queries over concepts used in dif- 
ferent XML documents, i.e. the objects (or data) stored in 
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different XML documents are instantiations of concepts de- 
fined in the webspace schema. We will illustrate this with 
some sample queries. Extending this with a content-based 
information retrieval framework will make our approach 
even more powerful, since this allows querying the content 
of text-fragments and other available multimedia objects as 
well. 
The focus in this article will be on modelling and query 
formulation issues for concept-based retrieval. We will dis- 
cuss this by presenting our ideas for modelling webspaces 
and show how a webspace schema can be used to formu- 
late queries that integrate information described in several 
documents. Next we will discuss the semi-structured as- 
pects of our model. By formalizing the webspace model 
three forms of semi-structuredness can be identified. This 
requires a flexible data model that is capable of storing the 
data efficiently. From a database point of view we will dis- 
cuss the implementation of the architecture that we have set 
up. This is done in the light of the semi-structured aspects 
derived from the webspace model. 
State of the art 
The research done on modelling and querying semi- 
structured data diverses in many directions, trying to cover 
the entire problem. A lot of research has focused on 
defining new data models and query languages for semi- 
structured data (WebOQL [4], Lore1 [l], STORED [7], 
XQL [ 18]), data integration issues (Tsimmis [ 161 and web- 
site management (Strudel [ lo ]  and Araneus [15]). These 
approaches work if the content in which documents are de- 
fined is known. In more general situations, additional in- 
formation is required to describe the semantical meaning of 
concepts defined in a document. The Araneus project uses 
a relational approach to store the data that is presented on 
the web in a DBMS. We do not intend to store all the data 
in a database, but only the meta-data that can be derived. 
For dealing with the semi-structured aspects efficiently, we 
use an object oriented approach. The jCentral[l2] search 
engine uses an RDF-based approach, using meta data that 
is available in java-based documents. One can specifically 
search for java applets, beans, or newsgroup articles, using 
this search engine. The need to describe the semantics of 
a document is also an issue in the On2Broker-project [9]. 
The need for abstraction is also expressed in [3] where a 
level of abstraction is introduced for a textual database. The 
difference with our approach is that we use a meta schema 
to model the webspace consisting of a collection of docu- 
ments, instead of describing the structure of the documents 
available on that webspace. To gain a good overview: a 
comparison of several approaches, including our approach 
for storing semi-structured data, is done in [ 1 11. For those 
interested in integration issues of multimedia information 
retrieval and DBMS we refer to [21], where those matters 
are discussed. 
Organization of this paper 
In the remainder of this paper we discuss modelling aspects 
of semi-structured data for the web in the light of our model 
for a webspace (Section 2). To illustrate the power of us- 
ing schemas for describing the content of a webspace some 
queries are evaluated in Section 2.5. The formalization of 
the webspace model is discussed in Section 3. The database 
side is discussed in Section 4 where we give a short intro- 
duction of the principles behind Moa, our object algebra, 
and we discuss the consequences of the semi-structured as- 
pects of the webspace model at implementation level. Fi- 
nally, we will come to our conclusions and discuss future 
work in Sections 5 and 5.1. 
2 Modelling data on the intranet 
Due to the irregular structure of data on the web it is 
hard to model such data using the traditional data models of 
existing databases. Following an object-oriented approach, 
the same objects do not necessarily have all the attributes 
present. The same attribute might even have different types 
in different objects. To make it even worse, semantically 
related information can be represented differently in 
different objects. Data that inhabit these characteristics is 
called semi-structured data [ 191. 
2.1 Describing the content of a webspace in a 
schema 
Instead of building up index structures directly from the 
documents we aim to model a webspace, which contains a 
collection of related documents. The main objective is that 
by following this approach we can start querying the con- 
tent of a collection of documents rather than the content of a 
single document. In Section 2.5 we will illustrate this with 
some sample queries. 
The purpose of the webspace model is to provide a se- 
mantical level of abstraction where, in terms of concepts 
and relationships among them, the content of a webspace 
is described. We base our model on the class diagram- 
ming technique of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
[8]. UML provides a framework with design techniques 
for object-oriented modelling. Concepts available are de- 
fined in the webspace schema by means of classes, associ- 
ations between classes, attributes of classes, and synonyms 
for classes. Instantiations of the concepts defined can then 
be described by the tags in XML documents. 
With the XML standard [22] authors are no longer limited 
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to the prescribed set of tags defined in HTML to mark-up 
their documents. In XML authors are free to define new 
tags to describe the content of their documents more accu- 
rately. This makes XML a very good vehicle for describing 
concepts at the syntactical level. 
Besides the problem that XML data is not commonly avail- 
able at the moment, applying this approach to the entire 
World-Wide Web would be too ambitious. The topics avail- 
able on the web are too diverse, to be described in a single 
webspace. Therefore, we focus at the webspace of an in- 
tranet, which provides an environment where the documents 
are likely to be dealing with related content. 
keywords 
2.2 Example: the Lonely Planet webspace 
keywords 
Fact Slideshow 
document 
document name 
topic 
author 
document 
lays inside name 
Item 
sectwn 
Abstract 
Enwronmnl 
Figure 1. Schema for the Lonely Planet web- 
space 
To be more concrete, we will illustrate by an exam- 
ple how concepts defined for a webspace can result in 
a schema for that webspace and how instantiations of 
classes can be defined in XML documents. Therefore we 
base our example on the web site of the Lonely Planet 
(http://www.lonelyplanet.com). This web site contains 
a large collection of documents describing information 
about destinations, documents with slide-shows containing 
pictures of a destination, and documents describing a 
region with countries and cities laying inside that region. 
Finally a large collection of letters is available, describing 
specific information that is sent in by travelers from a 
certain destination. Figure 1 describes a webspace schema 
that is set up, based on the concepts that were identified 
for the different documents of Lonely Planet web site. By 
integrating those concepts in a schema the content of the 
documents of this webspace is described at a semantical 
document: ’http://localhost/dest/nam/wdc.xml’ 
<?.rmI version =’ 1.O’? > 
< !DOCTYPE DESTINATION SYSTEM ‘../destination.dtd‘ > 
< DESTINATION name =‘ Washington, DC‘ . . . > 
< IMAGE href =‘ graphicslhd - wdc.jpg’/ > 
< SECTION > Narional . . . best. < /SECTION > 
< ABSTRACT > 
< /ABSTRACT > . . . 
< FACTScategory =’ general’ > 
< FACT name =’ Population’ value =’ 600,000‘/ > . . . 
< /FACTS > . . . 
< ATTRACTION keywords =Ir  > 
< LOCATION name =’ Capitol’/ > 
< SECTION > Three . . . 11th Marble. < /SECTION > 
< /ATTRACTION > . . . 
< /DESTINATION > 
Table 1. XML fragment of the destination 
“Washington, DC” 
level. 
In Table 1 a fragment of an XML document is given. It 
describes an instantiation of the class Destination. By 
using a mapping mechanism as described in Section 2.4, 
the object describing the destination can easily be recon- 
structed. For this reconstruction it is required that all the 
elements and attributes used in the XML documents are de- 
fined in the webspace schema. 
2.3 Extensibility of the webspace model 
We already expressed the need of a flexible data model. 
Besides that the model should also have good extensibility 
properties, since information on the web is likely to change 
over time. When new data becomes available, which can 
not be properly defined in the current webspace schema, 
the schema should be extended at the semantical level and 
new tags should be defined for the XML documents at the 
syntactical level. 
Extensibility at the semantical level requires that authors 
should be able to add new concepts to the webspace schema 
in term of classes, associations, and attributes. This of 
course may not be in conflict with the existing concept defi- 
nitions, since this might result in semantically related infor- 
mation to be represented differently in different objects. A 
typical example of this is when in one document the con- 
cept car is used, while another document uses the concept 
automobile. Both concepts are semantically related, and are 
likely to have common attributes defined. Therefore we in- 
troduce synonyms, which allows authors to use synonym 
concepts for describing the data in their documents. Each 
new synonym concept refers to a single concept of the ex- 
isting webspace schema. 
The task of extending the webspace schema can be simpli- 
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fied if authors refer to concepts that are defined in standards 
(Dublin Core [25] and RDF [24]) at the internet level. By 
integrating these standards larger domains of the internet 
can be covered. 
2.4 Mapping mechanism for deriving the meta 
data 
When not conforming to such standards, the information 
stored in the XML documents should be derived using a 
mapping mechanism. At this point it is not our intention 
to give a complete description on how to derive meta data 
from the XML documents. Several approaches are possi- 
ble resulting in more flexible or smarter mapping mecha- 
nisms. XML documents have a tree-based structure. Start- 
ing from the root element the tree can be searched for ob- 
jects, that form instantiations of classes defined in the web- 
space schema. A first and simple mapping can be realized 
using the following rules: 
0 The root element should always refer to a class defini- 
tion of the webspace schema (the source of that docu- 
ment is also a document attribute within that class. 
0 If the instantiation of a class (or one of its synonyms) 
is found as an element of an XML document. (1) All 
the attributes of that element should be searched for 
corresponding attributes of that class. (2) All the child 
elements should be processed to find mappings of (i) 
possible attributes belonging to this class, ( i i )  associa- 
tions in which the class can participate or (iii) associ- 
ated classes. 
0 If the element is defined as an attribute in the webspace 
schema, the data described in the element's children 
should be derived. The meta-data should be extracted 
from those childs and stored as an attribute of the ob- 
ject involved. 
0 If the element refers to an association of the webspace 
schema, then (1) all the attributes of the element should 
be processed, as well as (2) all the element's children 
to find instances of classes participating in the associ- 
ation. 
Example 
Returning to the example of Section 2.2 the XML fragment 
of Table 1 can be mapped using the mapping mechanism. 
Starting from the root element of the XML document, one 
finds the tag < DESTINATION. . . >, referring to the class 
destination of the webspace schema given in Figure 1 .  
Parsing all the attribute and child elements, will result in the 
reconstruction of the destination-object. 
2.5 Querying the webspace 
Once a schema for the webspace is defined, users can 
start querying the webspace based on the concepts defined 
for that webspace. By using a graphical interface, a view 
on (a part of) the schema of a webspace is given. The user 
can browse through this view and select relevant concepts. 
By doing so he can adjust his view until all the desired con- 
cepts are selected. Then fill in all the attributes of his in- 
terest and automatically compose the object-oriented query. 
When a webspace grows larger, the size of the schema will 
grow larger. To prevent the view on the schema to become 
too detailed, the user should start with a view that contains 
only a subset of the entire webspace schema. By browsing 
through the schema a user can easily change his view to find 
other concepts. We will illustrate by an example what kind 
of queries can be formulated, using the webspace schema. 
It can be easily seen that these queries are far more powerful 
than when a traditional search engine is used. 
Example 
Taking a look at the example of the Lonely Planet again, 
a user might want to ask the following questions, while 
searching through the destination pages: 
Retrieve all Destination. documents, that 
have facts, with Fact . name "population" and 
Fact .value greater than 500.000, laying inside 
a Region, with Region. name "Asia". 
0 Retrieve all Postcard.documents, that are sent 
from a destination, with Fact . name is "population" 
and Fact .value greater than 500.000 and where 
Postcard. tip contains "danger" 
select d.document 
from Region r ,  
d i n  rinside 
where r.name =' Asia' and 
exisrsf in d:facts : 
j.name =' population' 
and f .value > 500.000 
select p.document 
from Postcard p ,  
d in pSendFrom 
where (exists f in djacts : 
f .name =' population' and 
f.value > 500.000) and 
p.rip N *'danger' 
Table 2. Sample queries 
In Table 2a, and 2.b, the OQL syntax for these queries is 
given. The first query, where the user is interested in desti- 
nation documents is a typical example of a query that uses 
information stored in several XML documents. In this case 
it uses information from documents describing a destination 
for finding some facts defined for that destination, but also 
meta-data from documents describing a region is used. 
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The second query, also uses information stored in differ- 
ent XML documents. But it differs from the first query in 
the fact that this query also uses content based search tech- 
niques, for doing some textual information retrieval on the 
content of Postcard. tip. This query gives a typical ex- 
ample of how concept based search and content based in- 
formation retrieval can be combined using our approach for 
modelling a webspace. 
3 Formall definition of the webspace model 
3.2 The Webspace model 
By giving a formal definition of the webspace model, 
better insight in the semi-structured aspects of the model 
is gained. It also allows us to identify the constraints for 
specifying webspaces. For the formalization we use the Z 
specification :language [ 171. We will start with the definition 
of several concept spaces needed for the webspace model. 
3.1 Concept spaces 
Before we come to the formal definition of a webspace 
model, the notion of concepts has to be defined. Informally 
we consider a concept to have a semantical meaning, cap- 
tured by a unique name. Since there is no need to further 
specify this for the formalization, a simple declaration of 
Concept is enough. The collection Conceptw,b,ypace iden- 
tifies a finite set of Concept, containing only those con- 
cepts that are used within a certain webspace. We also 
introduce the collection COnCePtbas;cwebspoce, as a subset of 
ConceptwebSp,,,,, which might be equal to Conceptwebspace if 
no synonyms are defined for that webspace. 
[Concept] 
A webspace partition consists of the concept spaces: 
Conce~tc/ass, Conceptassociatiun, Conceptart,;bute, and 
Conceptsynon,.,, which are defined to be subsets of 
ConceptW,bsp,,,,. It respectively represents the collection of 
concepts defined as classes, associations between classes, 
attributes of classes, and user-defined synonyms for classes. 
For the definition of our basic webspace model synonyms 
are left out. Therefore we define COnCept~s;cwebspucr as 
the conceptspace, formed by the partition of Conceptc~ass, 
Conceptassoc;,2t;un a d Conceptallr;bule. A concept belonging 
to  concept,^,,,, can never be reused as an association or 
attribute in the same webspace. 
By introducing synonyms, we need to extend our notion 
of concept spaces to Conceptw,bspuC,. This is done by defin- 
ing the partiti on over COnCePtbasicwebspace and Concepts,nun,., 
as Conceptwebspac,. 
We consider a webspace to be the space available on 
the web, containing a collection of related documents. A 
webspace model describes the webspace at a higher level of 
abstraction. It describes the concepts and the relationships 
among them. For our model of a webspace we use a graph- 
based approach, based on the class diagramming method 
of UML [8]. Therefore, we distinguish classes, associa- 
tions, and attributes. We enrich our model with the notion of 
types for attributes. Although we make an explicit distinc- 
tion between multimedia-based types and ordinary types at 
the level of implementation, there is no need to do so when 
defining the webspace model. From a user point of view all 
types should be "equal". 
Class 
A Class is defined by its name and a set of attibutes defining 
the properties of that Class. The following constraints apply 
for a Class: 
The name of a Class is a member of C ~ n c e p t ~ ~ ~ , , .  
The attributes defined for a Class forms a subset of 
Conceptart,.;bute, identified by the names of the concepts 
used. 
An attribute, belonging to the set of attributes is only 
properly defined if there is a Type assigned. In its most 
basic form this will be the string representation, which 
can be immediately derived from the document. This 
combined with the previous requirement can be ex- 
pressed as: Concept,,,.ib,l, ++ Type. 
Each attribute should have at least one type assigned 
(F, Type). 
This last constraint, where each attribute can have more 
than one type representing that attribute, expresses the first 
semi-structured aspect of our model. Data available on the 
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web does not apply to strict typing rules. For example a date 
can be represented as a string ("20 December 1999") or as 
an integer (122099). The second semi-structured aspect 
also follows from the Class definition. Objects belonging 
to the same class do not necessarily have all the attributes 
of a class as their properties available. 
Class 
name : Conceptclu,,T r attributes : ConceptUllri~,, ++ F, Type 
Association 
An Association is defined by its name and a set of 
classes, called associates, defining the properties of that 
Association. The following constraints apply for an 
Association: 
0 The name of an Association is a member of 
Conceptu,.~,,iur;,n 
0 Associates describes the set of Class, participating in 
an Association. 
0 There is at least one Class participating in an 
Association. 
0 N-ary associations between classes are allowed. 
I associates # 0 
We bspaces 
The formal definition of athe webspace model is build up in 
four steps. We will start with describing the basic model, 
then extend this model, respectively, with the inheritance-, 
synonym- , and connected properties. 
The Webspacebus;, consists of a collection of classes and a 
collection of associations. The following constraints apply 
for the definition of Webspaceb,,T;,: 
0 The name of an Association is unique within a web- 
space. 
e the union of all attributes used in classes of the web- 
space should be equal to ConCept,trr;bute. Note that an 
attribute can be used to describe a property of more 
than one class and that the types of that attribute may 
differ over the different classes. 
- web space^,,,;, 
classes : P Claw 
associations : P Association 
{ c  : classes c.name} = Concept,./,,,, 
(A c : classes c.name) E classes M Concept,/,, 
{a : associations amrime} = Conceptu.~,~,,,folir,n 
( X u  : associations u.nume) E 
{ U  : u { c  : classes domc.attributes}} = Concept,flr;b,,te 
associations H Concept,.,.,,,.iof;~,n 
The first extension of the basic model to Webspace,,, in- 
troduces the generalization of classes. To formalize this, 
the model is extended with generalizes, defined as a rela- 
tion between classes of the webspace model. That a Class 
can never be a subclass of itself is expressed by adding the 
second constraint to the definition of Webspace,,. 
Webspace,, 
generalizes+ id Class = 0 
The second extension allows the use of synonyms, 
when defining a webspace schema. For each concept 
defined in Concept~,s;cwe~.sp,c~, a finite positive subset of 
Concept,yJ,,,,, can be assigned. All the synonyms in 
Concept,yJ,(,,,, are defined, exactly once to a concept be- 
longing to Conceptb,s;cwe~,Tpuce. Introducing synonyms to the 
model, as discussed in Section 2.3, expresses the third semi- 
structured aspect. 
0 All the concepts that belong to the set of Concept,,,,,s 
The final extension as defined in WebSpaCeconnecred ex-will have to participate as a class in the webspace. 
0 The name of a Class is unique within a webspace. presses that a webspace only consists of connected classes. 
So each class is connected to all other classes of the web- 
0 All the concepts that belong to the set of space by 1 or more intermediate associations. 
will have to participate as an From the formal specification of the webspace model, 
we have identified three forms of semi-structured aspects. association in the webspace. 
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V n ,  n' : classes 0 
( n ,  11' )  E connected((a ; associations 0 amsociates)) 
The first two forms, which occur at type and attribute level 
are dealt with in Moa, which forms the logical layer of our 
architecture, as discussed in Section 4.2. The third form, 
occurs at the class leve1,where synonyms are defined for 
classes. This form is directly dealt with at the conceptual 
layer of the architecture, which implements the webspace 
search engine (Section 4.1). 
4 Semi-structured aspects, the database side 
4.1 Architecture 
The logical and physical layen of our architecture, as 
shown in Figure 2, are implemented by respectively Moa 
and Monet. The combination of Moa and Monet, as an 
object server, is already illustrated to be a powerful back- 
end for several application domains, such as geographic 
information systems [26], multimedia information retrieval 
[21], and data mining [ 131. On top of the architecture, given 
Conceoiual - 
I [ Query refinement [/L\l Multimedia Model] I 
independence 
Any rype constructor 
Figure 2. concept partitions of the extended 
webspace 
in Figure 2, at the conceptual level we intend to provide 
OQL suppisrt for the query evaluation. The webspace 
model should be embedded in the data definition language 
of OQL, a!< well as the multimedia information retrieval 
framework as described by [21]. For the time being a direct 
translation (of the webspace model onto the Moa data model 
will be used to realize a first implementation. 
This component is responsible for the query interface to 
the webspace schema. As can be seen from Figure 2 the 
search engine consists of four interacting components. 
Implementing the semi-structured aspects of the webspace 
model at the class level, it is also responsible for the 
mapping of synonym concepts to concepts defined in the 
webspace schema. Currently an OQL layer on top of Moa 
is being developed in our group, we aim at using OQL 
and its data definition language as intermediate between 
the graphical composition of queries using the webspace 
schema at the conceptual level and the Moa object algebra 
at the logical level. Integrating our approach with the 
framework for multimedia information retrieval requires 
a component responsible for query refinement and user 
interaction, as proposed in [21]. 
Object server. 
At the physical layer of the object server we use Monet, 
an extensible parallel database kernel, based on a binary 
relational data model, which is developed at the University 
of Amsterdam and CWI since 1994. To provide data 
independence at the logical layer we use Moa [5]. Moa 
consists of a structural object-oriented data model and 
algebra. 
4.2 AboutMoa 
Since the efficient storage of semi-structured data de- 
pends heavily on Moa's structural extensibility a short sum- 
mary of its data model and algebra is given here as an intro- 
duction. More detailed information on Moa and its design 
principles can be found in [21,5]. In Section 4.3 the imple- 
mentation of the ANY-type constructor is explained. This 
extension is used to model the semi-structured aspects of 
the webspace model efficiently. 
Moa data model 
The principle of structural object-orientation forms 
the basis of Moa's data model. Moa assumes a finite 
set of ADT-style base types and structured types. The 
base types are implemented at the physical level of the 
object server. The internal structure of the types can 
only be accessed via the operations defined on those 
base types. Basically Moa's type system comes down 
to: 
0 base types: T is a base type, if T is an atomic 
type at the physical level. 
0 structured types: if 71 ,  . . . , T,, is a possible 
empty, list of types and I is a structure defined 
over 71, . . . , T,, then 7 ( ~ 1 ,  . . . , T,,) is a struc- 
tured type. 
Structured types (type constructors) are defined at the 
logical level. They combine known types to create a The webspace search engine. 
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structured type. In the basic MOA data model only the 
well-known structures SET, TUPLE, and OBJECT are 
defined. Extensions to the Moa data model, regard- 
ing the support for multimedia information retrieval 
can be found in [21]. To support the storage of semi- 
structured data and the semi-structured aspects, as de- 
rived from the webspace model, a new type constructor 
was added to the Moa data model (4.3). 
Moa object algebra 
The Moa object algebra purely consists of the opera- 
tions defined on the available atomic base types and 
its structural extensions. For example, on the SET- 
structure the (basic) operations select, project, join, 
nest, unnest, and others are defined. But also access 
to attributes of TUPLE 's and to OBJECT is defined in 
the Moa framework. In the same manner methods that 
work on (atomic) base type can be invoked. 
4.3 ANY type constructor 
Several approaches [2, 1, 7, 111 are introduced to deal 
with semi-structured data. Modelling such data requires a 
flexible data model that supports irregular, implicit, and par- 
tial structure of data. To be able to deal with such data a new 
type structure is defined that allows data to be incomplete 
and irregular. In [27] we illustrated how the ANY type con- 
structor can be used to integrate semi-structured data and 
structured data in the same data model.This integration pro- 
vides us with the basis to query both structured and semi- 
structured data in exactly the same manner. 
Based on the definition of an identified value set, as given 
below, a formal specification of the ANY type constructor 
can be derived. 
An identijied value set S is defined as a set of pairs (id;, v ; )  
in which each value v; is associated with an identifier id; 
that is unique within the value set: 
{ ( id; ,  vi) 1 i , j  E 1 . . . n, i # j -+ id; # id,} 
Consider IVSl , . . . , IVS, as a collection of asynchronous 
identified value sets, the structure function 
ANY(IVS1, .  . . , IVS,) defines the new combined set: 
{ ( id; ,  {vu I (id;,vg) E IVSj}) I (id; E IVSl LJ.. . U IVS,} 
There are two functions defined on the ANY structure, 
that allow the user to manipulate the ANY structure. 
0 The attr operation allows to select a specific attribute 
or a set of attributes from the ANY structure. 
0 TheJilled operation checks for the existence of objects, 
or for one of its attributes, belonging to the ANY struc- 
ture. 
4.3.1 ANY and the semi-structured aspects of the web- 
space model 
The ANY structure is reused here to implement the semi- 
structured aspects of the webspace model. The flexible 
structure properties of the ANY type constructor are needed 
to deal with semi-structured aspects at type and attribute 
level. 
Type level 
When looking at the webspace model at the type level, 
one can easily see that a certain attribute of a class 
might have different types assigned to it. In Moa sev- 
eral base types can be assigned to one attribute as is 
illustrated in Figure 4.b, where the date attribute can 
be stored either as a date base-type or as a string base- 
type. At this level the ANY functions as a collec- 
tor structure for known base types, allowing instances 
to have multiple representations of the same attribute. 
In [ 141 similar problems like type coercion and over- 
loading of types are discussed and classified as typical 
examples of ad-hoc polymorphism. In our approach 
operations defined on types involved can be invoked, 
when querying such a data structure. 
Attribute level 
At the attribute level, it is likely that instances of a 
certain class do not have all the attributes that are de- 
fined for that class, when dealing with semi-structured 
data. Normally, when modelling such problems in a 
object-oriented environment, introducing a new super 
class would be the solution. But since all the data is al- 
lowed to be incomplete or irregular, applying such an 
approach for semi-structured data would lead to very 
large and unmanageable schemas. Again the ANY 
type constructor is used (Figure 4.b), now as a collector 
structor for all known attributes of a class. Only exist- 
ing attribute values are stored, as is shown in Figure 5 ,  
resulting in efficient storage at the physical layer. 
4.4 An example: From XML to Object server 
Now that the technical aspects of our system are dis- 
cussed, we will show by an example how the "eta'-data, 
necessary to fill the database can be derived from the XML 
documents. Given the webspace schema of the lonely 
planet example (Figure l), XML documents describing 
postcards (Figure 3) will form instantiations of the class 
Postcard, it will also define the association to a D e s -  
tination by its name. Figure 4.a shows the part of the 
webspace schema involved. 
Although the XML documents both describe a post- 
card send from a destination, the postcard- objects will 
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<?xm/ version =' 1.0'? > 
< !DOCTYPE POSTCARD SYSTEM 'postcard.dtd' > 
< POSTCARD topic =' Travel Tips' 
author =' Fiona Lyle - UK' 
date =' Aug 98' > 
< DESTINATION name =' Canada'/ > 
< Ti'P > 
Jasper - Whitewater . . . driving. 
< p p  >
< /POSTCARD > 
(a) 
<?xml version =' 1.O'? > 
<!DOCTYPE POSTCARD SYSTEM 'postcard.dtd' > 
< POSTCARD topic =' Gems, Highlights, Attractions' 
date =' 05 - 21 - 97' > 
< DESTINATION name =' Netherlands' / > 
< TIP > 
< /TJP > 
In Amsterdam. . . Javaplein. 
< /POSTCARD > 
Figure 3. Postcard example: xml fragments. 
have different properties defined. The postcard of Figure 
3.b misses the author attribute. There is also a difference in 
the type of the date attribute. To deal with these types of 
semi-structured aspects the ANY type constructor is used 
as shown in Figure 5b. It shows the Moa data model of 
the classes postcard and destination. The outer ANY mod- 
els the attributes, while the inner ANY is used to deal with 
type coercion. 
Figure 5 !jhOWS the flattened representation of the semi- 
structured class postcard at the physical layer. The binary 
tables only store the attribute values defined for the objects 
involved [27, 113. 
5 Conclusions 
By describing the content of a webspace, in terms of con- 
cepts and the relationships among them, we have gained a 
semantical level of abstraction. This allows us to do concept 
based search over a collection of related documents, as if 
they were modelled in an object oriented database schema. 
Using such a schema for a webspace enables us to formu- 
late OQL-like queries. We can combine information stored 
in several documents and use it within a single query. 
Dealing with data on the web (intranet), implies dealing 
with semi-structured data. Therefore we have introduced 
a webspace model. In this model concepts can be described 
that are defined for a webspace. This is done in terms 
of classes, associations over classes, attributes of classes, 
and synonyms for classes. By formalizing this model three 
forms of semi-structured aspects are identified. At zype 
level, multiple types can be assigned to a single attribute 
(type coercion). At attribute level, instantiations of a class 
do not necessarily have the same or all attributes defined. 
Postcard 
document 
topic 
author 
Destination 
I 1 name 
(a) 
class Postcard: 
ANY < Atomic < postcurddocument >: document, 
Atomic < postcard-topic >: topic, 
Atomic < postcardauthor >: author, 
ANY < Atomic < postcarddate >, 
Atomic < postcard-datestr > > date, 
Object < Destination, postcarddestination >: 
i s sendfrom 
> extensionPostcardExt; 
class Destination: 
ANY < Atomic < destination-name >: name, 
SET < destination-postcard-idx, 
Object < Destination, destination-postcard-ret > 
, destination-idx >: has-postcards 
> extensionDestinationExt: 
Figure 4. Postcard example: modelling is- 
sues. 
Finally at class level, synonyms can be assigned to a class, 
since semantically related information on the web can be 
represented differently in different objects. 
For the implementation of the webspace model, and its 
semi-structured aspects a three layer architecture is set up. 
We have shown how to map the webspace model onto the 
Moa data model, and how we can efficiently deal with the 
semi-structured aspects at attribute and type level, by using 
the ANY type constructor. 
5.1 Future work 
Integrating our work with the framework for multime- 
dia information retrieval, will enable us to do both concept 
based and content based retrieval. On the other hand we 
want to concentrate on extending the search engine with 
an OQL-based query interface, as an intermediate layer be- 
tween the webspace search engine and the Moa object alge- 
bra. When the size of the webspace grows, it is likely that 
the webspace schema will grow. To be able to find the con- 
cepts one searches for, we intend to use web-views, which 
visualizes a part of the webspace involved. By changing the 
web-view a user can identify all the concepts he is interested 
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oid 
301300 
320600 
I author I 
url 
http:/llocalhost/pc/nam/can13.xml 
http:/llocalhost/pc/eur/net6.xml 
301300 "Fiona Lyle - UK' l-T--l 
oid 
302600 
I date 
str 
"Aug 98" 
oid 
3013@0 
date 
05-21-97 
I issend-from I p-p-J 
301300 
I 320600 I 289@0 I 
Figure 5. Postcard example: storage at phys- 
ical layer. 
in, before composing the query. 
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